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Abstract We employ the behavioral preorder termed partial bisimulation to define con-
trollability for nondeterministic discrete-event systems. The preorder induces a refinements
relation between the models of the controlled and the original system, that captures a notion
of controllability. We define a notion of a model of a deterministic supervisory controller
and we compare our approach to existing ones in the literature. We show that the equiva-
lence relation, induced by the partial bisimulation preorder, can be employed to minimize
the model of the unsupervised system. We develop an efficient minimization algorithm, by
characterizing the preorders as partition-relation pairs under stability conditions.

Keywords Supervisory control theory · Controllability · Partial bisimulation

1 Introduction

Supervisory control theory of discrete-event systems (Ramadge and Wonham 1987; Cassan-
dras and Lafortune 2004) deals with synthesis of supervisory controllers based upon formal
discrete-event models of the unsupervised system and control requirements. Supervisory
controllers observe the discrete-event behavior of the system by receiving sensor signals
from ongoing activities. Based upon these signals a decision is made which activities can
be carried out safely and control signals are forwarded to the hardware actuators. Under the
assumption that the supervisory controller can react sufficiently fast on machine input, one
can model this feedback loop as a pair of synchronizing processes (Ramadge and Wonham
1987). The model of the system is referred to as plant and it is restricted by the model of
the supervisory controller that referred to as supervisor.

Here the plant is modeled as a set of synchronizing automata, whose joint recognized
language corresponds to the observed traces. The events are split into uncontrollable events,
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which model sensor observation, and controllable events, which model interaction with
the actuators or the environment. Therefore, the supervisor cannot disable uncontrollable
events and always synchronizes with them. It can disable controllable events in order to
preclude potentially unsafe behavior, by not synchronizing with them. The control require-
ments specify the allowed behavior, e.g., by stating allowed sequences of events, leading
to event-based supervisory control theory (Ramadge and Wonham 1987; Cassandras and
Lafortune 2004). The central notion of controllability characterizes the existence of a super-
visor for a given plant such that the control requirements are satisfied and no uncontrollable
events are disabled.

The original supervisory control setting is language-based (Ramadge and Wonham
1987), i.e., it deals with deterministic models of systems. We note that nondeterministic
automata are not excluded in Ramadge and Wonham (1987) and Cassandras and Lafortune
(2004), but still the semantics is given in terms of the generated languages. We refer to this
notion of controllability as language-based controllability. It was realized early on that non-
determinism, i.e., the situation where the same observable trace of events can lead to two
different states, plays an important role. It arises due to partial observability (Cieslak et al.
1988), abstractions needed for modular, decentralized, or hierarchical supervision (Cassan-
dras and Lafortune 2004), or abstraction from quantitative behavior like timed, probabilistic,
or stochastic behavior (Markovski and Reniers 2012).

Nondeterminism typically occurs in the plant, but it is also not excluded to occur in
event-based control requirement specifications (Zhou et al. 2006). In general, the super-
visor is desired to be deterministic, as it should send unambiguous control signals and
keep track of the exact state of the plant with respect to the observed events. Exceptions
are treated in Fabian and Lennartson (1996), and references therein, where nondetermin-
istic supervisors are considered under strong structural restrictions. There are multiple
proposals that tackle controllability for nondeterministic systems. There are two main
approaches: employment of behavioral relations that distinguish branching behavior, like
failure-trace semantics (Overkamp 1997) or failure trajectories (Heymann and Lin 1998),
or extensions of the language-based controllability that treat equivalent traces that lead to
nondeterministic behavior (Fabian and Lennartson 1996; Zhou et al. 2006).

1.1 Motivation and contributions

Our first main contribution is a definition of controllability in terms of a behavioral pre-
order, referred to as partial bisimulation. We refer to this notion of controllability as partial
bisimulation-based controllability. The motivation behind employing a (bi)simulation-
based preorder is two-fold. First, failure-based semantics that were previously proposed
to cope with nondeterministic behavior do not have efficient algorithms for computation,
unlike (bi)simulation-based notions (Gentilini et al. 2003). Admittedly, it has been argued
that refinements based on failure and bisimulation semantics have comparable proper-
ties (Eshuis and Fokkinga 2002), but the latter provides for a more compact and more
efficient treatment. Second, the most prominent extension of language-based controllabil-
ity for nondeterministic systems, known as state controllability (Fabian and Lennartson
1996; Zhou et al. 2006) is not a preorder, which obstructs a systematic algebraic study of
supervisory control theory.

Thus, we define controllability using a preorder that is employed as a refinement between
the supervised and the original plant. The preorder ensures, like language-based control-
lability, that the supervisor never disables uncontrollable events, intuitively requiring that
uncontrollable events are bisimulated, whereas controllable events are simulated. We require
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that the control requirements are preserved up to simulation preorder, i.e., the supervised
behavior must be simulated by the event-based control requirement specification, again in
the sense of Glabbeek (2001). We note that simulation is a relevant branching-preserving
refinement that is the counterpart of language inclusion in a deterministic setting (Henzinger
et al. 1996; Glabbeek 2001).

As we employ preorders to characterize the supervisor, the induced partial bisimulation
equivalence can be employed to minimize the plant without sacrificing controllability, i.e.,
the minimized plant has the same supervised behavior modulo partial bisimulation. The
second main contribution of this paper is a polynomial space and time complexity mini-
mization algorithm that preserves controllability, which has comparable complexity with
the most efficient known minimization algorithms for simulation.

The proposed minimization algorithm is implemented as a partitioning algorithm that
splits the state space of the plant into classes that respect the partial bisimulation equiv-
alence. Suppose that the system to be minimized has a set of states S , a transition
relation −→, a set of action labels A, and resulting partition classes contained in partition P .
Then the time complexity of the algorithm is O(| −→ | log(|S|) + |A||P ||�|), where � is
the so-called brother relation between the partitions of P that identifies the coarsest partial
bisimulation preorder (Gentilini et al. 2003; Ranzato and Tapparo 2010; Baier and Katoen
2008). The space complexity of the algorithm is O(|A||S| log(|P |) + |A||P |2 log(|P |).

To summarize, our contributions are: (1) we propose a novel notion of controllability for
nondeterministic discrete-events systems that relies on the partial bisimulation preorder, (2)
we show that the proposed notion is less restrictive than existing notions for cases in which
a supervisor exists, (3) we show that the induced partial bisimulation equivalence is suitable
for plant minimization without sacrificing controllability and that this can be done in a
modular fashion, (4) we develop an efficient partition algorithm for computation of partial
bisimulation quotients, we discuss it implications, and apply it to several case studies.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We first discuss related work, sepa-
rately for each aspect of the work presented in this paper. In Section 2, we define the notion
of partial bisimulation for nondeterministic finite automata and we characterize special state
pairs that play an important role in the minimization algorithm. In Section 3, we revisit con-
trollability for nondeterministic systems and we employ the partial bisimulation preorder to
define a notion of a supervisor. We study the relationship with other notions in the litera-
ture and we characterize the existence of a deterministic supervisor in multiple settings with
respect to satisfiability of the control requirements. In Section 4, we develop a partitioning
algorithm for computation of partial bisimulation quotients and we discuss its application
for controllability-preserving plant minimization.

1.2 Related work

We discuss the related work from three aspects: controllability notions for nondeterminis-
tic discrete-event systems, plant minimization and abstraction techniques, and partitioning
minimization algorithms. Initially, there have been several proposals to fit nondetermin-
ism in the original deterministic setting of Ramadge and Wonham (1987). These proposals,
range from treating nondeterministic systems as a set of deterministic ones (Park and
Lim 2000) to replacing nondeterministic choices by internal choices between unobserv-
able events (Heymann and Lin 1998). An early approach that applies process theory to
supervisory control synthesis is given in Heymann (1990) employing failure trajectories
and a specialized synchronization operator that models the coupling between the plant
and the supervisor (Kumar and Shayman 1996). An alternative path is taken in Overkamp
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(1997), where instead of a new operator, a refinement relation based on failure semantics
characterizes nondeterministic supervised behavior as a relation between the supervised
and the original plant. The partial bisimulation preorder has been originally employed
in Rutten (2000) as a suitable relation that captures controllability of languages in a co-
algebraic setting. In our previous work (Baeten et al. 2011), we lifted this preorder to
a nondeterministic setting enabling a process-theoretic approach to supervisory control
theory.

Regarding the relation between the supervised plant and the restriction specified by
the control requirements, we opted for simulation as a standard counterpart in branching
time to the language inclusion of Ramadge and Wonham (1987). When state controllabil-
ity is employed, there are several studies that proposed bisimulation (Zhou et al. 2006) or
simulation equivalence (Zhou and Kumar 2007) with respect to the specification. In the
process-theoretic community, bisimulation-based semantics is typically employed to show
that two systems have equivalent behavior for the purpose of validation (Baeten et al. 2010).
The simulation preorder is employed to show that some restrictions of the original system
satisfy a given specification (Henzinger et al. 1996; Gentilini et al. 2003), whereas simu-
lation equivalence is considered as a successful implementation of a given specification.
Following these guidelines, we find bisimulation to be a very strict requirement, especially
since we consider the control requirements to only specify the allowed behavior. We note
that a more general setting is studied in Zhou and Kumar (2007) with respect to state
controllability, where the control requirements specify both lower and upper bounds.

Regarding plant minimization, one can always employ stronger behavioral relations that
preserve the underlying semantics in order to minimize the plant. For example, in Bar-
rett and Lafortune (1998) bisimulation is employed in a language-based setting to optimize
the synthesis procedure. However, such a minimization is not the coarsest minimization
possible with respect to the notion of controllability employed. Plant or supervisor abstrac-
tion (Flordal et al. 2007; Su et al. 2010; Schmidt and Cury 2012; Mohajerani et al. 2012)
are related techniques for (supervised) plant minimization that aim to optimize the synthe-
sis procedure, typically employed in compositional, modular, or hierarchical synthesis. The
former technique abstracts away local events during compositional synthesis that no longer
play a role in the synthesis procedure and cannot ruin controllability. This enables effi-
cient implementation of the corresponding synthesis algorithm and such minimizations are
sufficient for the chosen approach.

Here, we look for a more general form of abstraction that is independent of the chosen
control architecture. This is enabled by the definition of controllability that preserves the
branching structure and event information up to the induced coarsest partial bisimulation
equivalence. Our proposal for plant minimization is regardless of which supervisor synthesis
technique is to be employed and it aims to provide a foundation upon which more aggressive
simulation-based abstractions can be developed for the specific cases. Moreover, plant and
supervisor abstractions typically rely on some variant of weak bisimulation, also known as
observational equivalence, which again is not the coarsest minimization possible as it also
relates controllable events with respect to bisimulation. Furthermore, all related approaches
begin with a deterministic plant, where nondeterminism arises due to the abstraction of the
local events, whereas we have no such assumptions and, in the setting of this paper, the
plant can comprise unrestricted nondeterminism. Regarding minimization that respects state
controllability, it is difficult to obtain an optimal minimization procedure as this notion is
defined in terms of global traces of the supervised behavior and it is not a preorder.
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The complexity of the proposed minimization algorithm is comparable to the complexity
of the most efficient minimization algorithms for simulation and bisimulation. There exist
efficient proposals for minimization algorithms for both simulation (Gentilini et al. 2003;
Henzinger et al. 1996; Ranzato and Tapparo 2010) and bisimulation equivalences (Paige
and Tarjan 1987; Fernandez 1990; Baier and Katoen 2008). The most efficient minimiza-
tion algorithm for simulation has time complexity of O(|P || −→ |) (Henzinger et al.
1996), whereas most efficient bisimulation algorithm for bisimulation has time complexity
O(| −→ | log(|S|)) (Paige and Tarjan 1987; Fernandez 1990). Unfortunately, the former
algorithm has very high space complexity, and the best compromise between time and space
complexity of simulation algorithms has time complexity of O(|P ||S| log(|S|)) and space
complexity of O(|S| log(|P |) + |P |2) (Ranzato and Tapparo 2010; Markovski 2011).

We note that the partial bisimulation relation depends on a parameter set that specifies
the events that are to be bisimulated. If this set is set to the extreme values, then partial
bisimulation reduces to simulation if the set is empty, or bisimulation if it comprises all
events. However, none of the proposed simulation algorithms are directly applicable to be
made to scale such that their efficiency is comparable in these extremes. The discrepancy
between the minimization algorithms for bisimulation and simulation lies in the fact that for
simulation, one has to additionally account for the so-called brother relation, which relates
partition classes that can simulate each other (Gentilini et al. 2003). To remedy this situation,
we developed a scalable minimization algorithm, relying on our previous work for (partial
bi)simulation-based minimization (Markovski 2011, 2012a, b).

2 Partial bisimulation

We model the plant and specify the control requirements using finite nondeterministic
automata. To characterize the notion of controllability, we employ the behavioral pre-
order termed partial bisimulation, which we define in the scope of finite nondeterministic
automata. In addition, we investigate special pairs set of states, referred to as brother states,
where the behavior of one of these states is completely covered by the behavior of the other.
These state pairs play an important role in the characterization of partial bisimulation and
the minimization procedure.

2.1 Finite nondeterministic automata

A finite nondeterministic automaton, also referred to as automaton, is defined by the tuple
G = (S,A,−→, s0), where S is a given set of states, A is a set of action labels or events
that comprise the alphabet of G, −→⊆ S × A × S is a labeled transition relation, and
s0 ∈ S is an initial state. We write G for the set of finite nondeterministic automata. We
employ infix notation and we write s

a−→ s′ for (s, a, s′) ∈−→.
To model the coupling between the plant and the supervisor, we employ the CSP-

like synchronization of Ramadge and Wonham (1987). This synchronization between two
automata requires synchronous execution of transitions labeled by events that are in their
common alphabet, whereas the rest can be interleaved.

Definition 1 Let Gi ∈ G with Gi = (Si ,Ai , −→i , si) for i ∈ {1, 2} be two automata.
The synchronous parallel composition | of G1 and G2 is defined by G = G1 | G2 =
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(S1 × S2,A1 ∪ A2,−→, (s1, s2)), where −→ is defined as

(p, q)
a−→

⎧
⎪⎨

⎪⎩

(p′, q), if p
a−→1 p′, a �∈ A2

(p, q ′), if q
a−→2 q ′, a �∈ A1

(p′, q ′), if p
a−→1 p′, q a−→2 q ′.

We note that the parallel composition of Definition 1 is both commutative and associa-
tive (Ramadge and Wonham 1987; Cassandras and Lafortune 2004).

We define a multi-step transition relation −→∗⊆ S × A∗ × S , where A∗ denotes the
set of strings formed by the action labels with ε denoting the empty string. The multi-step

transition relation −→∗ is defined as follows. We put p
ε

−→∗ p for every p ∈ S and if

p
t

−→∗ p′ and p′ a−→ p′′ for some t ∈ A∗, a ∈ A and p′, p′′ ∈ S , then p
ta

−→∗ p′′,

where ts denotes string concatenation for some t, s ∈ A∗. If p
t

−→∗ p′, then we say that
p can reach p′ by following the trace t . The language L(G) ⊆ A∗ generated by automaton

G = (S,A,−→, s0) is given by L(G) = {t ∈ A∗ | s0

t

−→∗}, where p
t

−→∗ denotes that

there exists some p′ ∈ S such that p
t

−→∗ p′.

2.2 Behavioral preorder and equivalence

To capture the notion of controllability for (non)deterministic discrete-event systems, we
employ the behavioral relation termed partial bisimulation. This relation defines when the
behavior of one automaton can be simulated by another automaton such that a special set
of actions are always preserved. We employ this relation to define a refinement between the
supervised and the original plant. Thus, the original plant should simulate the supervised
plant, but no uncontrollable events should be eliminated by the supervisor, which is achieved
by requiring that the uncontrollable events of the original plant are bisimulated back by
the supervised plant. To this end, we parameterize the relation with a bisimulation action
set B ⊆ A. Intuitively, when G1 and G2 are two automata related by partial bisimulation,
then the behavior of G1 is simulated by the behavior of G2, in the sense that for every state
of G1, we can simulated the outgoing transitions by some state of G2 and the resulting
states will again be related. However, the transitions labeled by special events from the
bisimulation action set B from the automaton G2 must also be bisimulated back by states
from G1. In the supervisory control setting, this implies that all available transitions labeled
by uncontrollable events are preserved.

Definition 2 Given two automata Gi = (Si ,Ai ,−→i , si) for i ∈ {1, 2}, a relation R ⊆
S1 × S2 is a partial bisimulation with respect to the bisimulation action set B ⊆ A2 if for
all (p, q) ∈ S1 × S2 such that (p, q) ∈ R it holds that:

1. if p
a−→1 p′ for some a ∈ A1 and p′ ∈ S1, then there exists q ′ ∈ S2 such that

q
a−→2 q ′ and (p′, q ′) ∈ R;

2. if q
b−→2 q ′ for some b ∈ B and q ′ ∈ S2, then there exists p′ ∈ S1 such that p

b−→1 p′
and (p′, q ′) ∈ R.

We write G1 ≤B G2 if there exists a partial bisimulation R with respect to B such that
(s1, s2) ∈ R. If G2 ≤B G1 holds as well, then we write G1 ↔B G2.
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An immediate consequence of condition 1. is that A1 ⊆ A2 as all transitions of G1 must
be simulated by G2. By condition 2., we have that A2 ∩B ⊆ A1 must hold. We employ par-
tial bisimulation in the supervisory control setting to provide a refinement relation between
the supervised and the original plant, where we let B be the set of uncontrollable events.
Intuitively, the above relations state that the set of events available in the supervised plant
must come from the original plant, i.e., the supervisor does not introduce new events, and
all uncontrollable events of the original plant must be present in the supervised plant, i.e.,
the supervisor does not disable uncontrollable events.

It can be readily shown that the relation ≤B is a preorder for every B ∈ A (Rutten 2000).
Moreover, ≤B is the greatest partial bisimulation preorder (Rutten 2000). This implies that
↔B is the greatest partial bisimulation equivalence. It is not difficult to observe that if
B = ∅, then ≤∅ coincides with strong simulation preorder and ↔∅ coincides with strong
simulation equivalence (Glabbeek 2001; Baeten et al. 2010). When B = A, both ≤A and
↔A reduce to strong bisimulation equivalence (Glabbeek 2001; Baeten et al. 2010).

Example 1 We give some examples of partial bisimulation. Consider the automata depicted
in Fig. 1, where the states are depicted by circles, the transitions are depicted by arrows
labeled by the events, and the initial state is depicted by an incoming arrow. Let us first
assume that B = {a, b, c}. Following the discussion above, we are looking to establish a
bisimulation equivalence between G1 and G2, which is not possible due to the the transitions

4
a−→ 6 and 6

b−→ 9 of automaton G2. Namely, the transition 4
a−→ 6 of G2 can only be

simulated by 0
a−→ 1 of G1. The transitions 6

b−→ 9 can then be simulated by 1
b−→ 2.

However, transition 1
c−→ 3 cannot be simulated by any transition originating from 6,

failing to establish the desired relation.
Let us now suppose that B ⊆ {b}. In this case, we can establish that G1 ↔B G2, as the

problematic transition c does not have to be bisimulated any longer. For the aforementioned
reasons, if we take B = {c}, then we cannot establish that G1 ≤B G2. The partial bisimu-
lation preorder has a scalability property, given by Proposition 1 below. Here, we note that
if we can establish that G1 ≤B G2 for any B, then we can always deduce that G1 ≤∅ G2,
which is due to condition 1. of Definition 2.

The following scaling property of partial bisimilarity is readily observed a direct
consequence of Definition 2 (Baeten et al. 2011).

Proposition 1 Let Gi = (Si ,Ai ,−→i , si) for i ∈ {1, 2} and let B ⊆ A2. If G1 ≤B G2,
then G1 ≤C G2 for every C ⊆ B.

Fig. 1 Partial bisimulation example
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Due to Proposition 1, we can position the partial bisimulation equivalence as an equiv-
alence that lies between the simulation and bisimulation equvalence in the linear-time
branching-time spectrum of behavioral relations (Glabbeek 2001). It reduces to the former
for B = ∅ and to the latter for B = A. As for simulation and bisimulation, the partial
bisimulation equivalence is a congruence for the parallel composition of Definition 1.

Theorem 1 Let Gi = (Si ,Ai ,−→i , si) for i ∈ {1, 2, 3} be three automata such that
G1 ↔B G2 for some B ⊆ A2. It holds that G1 | G3 ↔B G2 | G3.

Proof We prove the claim by showing that ≤B is a precongruence, which implies that
↔B is a congruence relation. We define a partial bisimulation relation Q such that
(s1, s3)Q(s2, s3). Suppose that G1 ≤B G2. Then there exists a partial bisimulation rela-
tion R with respect to B such that s1Rs2 as given by Definition 2. Note that it must holds that
A1 = A2. We put Q = {((p, r), (q, r)) | pRq, r ∈ S3}. We show that Q is a partial bisimu-
lation relation with respect to B. Suppose that Gi | G3 = (Si ×S3,Ai ∪A3,−→i3, (si , s3))

according to Definition 1. We show that the conditions of Definition 2 are satisfied.
Suppose that (p′, r ′)Q(q ′, r ′). We have three possible cases. (1) If a ∈ A1 \ A3, then

(p′, r ′) a−→13 (p′′, r ′), where p′ a−→1 p′′. As G1 ≤B G2, we have that q ′ a−→2 q ′′ for
some q ′′ ∈ S2 with p′′Rq ′′, implying that (p′′, r ′)Q(q ′′, r ′). (2) If a ∈ A3 \ A1, then we

have that (p′, r ′) a−→13 (p′, r ′′) where r ′ a−→3 r ′′, implying that (q ′, r ′) a−→23 (q ′, r ′′),
where (p′, r ′′)Q(q ′, r ′′). (3) If a ∈ A1 ∩ A3, then (p′, r ′) a−→13 (p′′, r ′′), where p′ a−→1

p′′ and r ′ a−→3 r ′′. As G1 ≤B G2, we have that q ′ a−→2 q ′′ for some q ′′ ∈ S2 with p′′Rq ′′,
implying that (p′′, r ′′)Q(q ′′, r ′′).

The proof is analogous for condition 2. of Definition 2, which shows that ≤B is a
precongruence. This implies that ↔B is a congruence, which completes the proof.

Theorem 1 implies that we can replace partial bisimulation equivalent components in
the parallel composition and obtain partial bisimulation equivalent results. With respect to
the controllability-preserving minimization procedure presented in Section 4, Theorem 1
enables modular reduction of the plant with respect to its components.

2.3 Brother states

Next, we investigate special state pairs, referred to as brother states. Such a pair comprises
two target states of the same origin state with respect to equally labeled transitions, where
the behavior of one of these states is included in the behavior of the other state with respect
to the partial bisimulation preorder. The former is referred to as the little brother and the
latter as the big brother. Intuitively, brother states indicate that there might be an opportunity
for optimization, as by eliminating the transition to the little brother, we could still retain
equivalent behavior.

These pairs play an important role in the characterization of simulation-based relations
as two simulation equivalent automata that do not comprise brother states are bisimulation
equivalent as well (Baier and Katoen 2008). Taking into account Proposition 1, we have
that two partial bisimulation equivalent automata without brother pairs are also bisimula-
tion equivalent. Moreover, brother states play a crucial role in the minimization procedure
developed in the following section, as the efficient handling of the brother states is the
key to efficient computation of quotients for simulation-based preorders (Gentilini et al.
2003; Ranzato and Tapparo 2010). For this reason, we provide for a systematic treatment
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of brother states as we believe that this concept plays an important role in the study of
minimization of nondeterministic discrete-event systems.

Definition 3 Let G = (S,A,−→, s0) be an automaton such that for some state p ∈ S it
holds that p

a−→ p′ and p
a−→ p′′ for some a ∈ A and p′, p′′ ∈ S . If there exists a partial

bisimulation relation R ∈ S × S between G and G such that p′R p′′, we say that (p′, p′′)
are brother states, where we refer to p′ as the little brother of p′′ and to p′′ as the big brother
of p′.

Intuitively, the big brother contains the behavior of the little brother, so there is oppor-
tunity to optimize the automaton by eliminating the transition to the little brother. For
example, this is always true for the simulation equivalence, i.e., one can always remove tran-
sitions to little brother states and obtain a simulation equivalent automaton. Moreover, when
such states become unreachable by eliminating incoming transitions, then they can be com-
pletely removed as well. However, for partial bisimulation removal of transitions to little
brothers is not always allowed, as we may also require some transitions to be bisimulated.
This is characterized by the following theorem.

Theorem 2 Let G = (S,A,−→, s0) and let m, p, q, r ∈ S be states such that m
a−→ p,

m
a−→ q, and m

a−→ r . Suppose that (p, q) and (q, r) are brother states. Let G1 =
(S,A,−→ \{m a−→ p,m

a−→ q}, s0) and G2 = (S,A, −→ \{m a−→ q}, s0). If a �∈ B

then G1 ↔B G, whereas if a ∈ B, then G2 ↔B G.

Proof Since (p, q) and (q, r) are brother pairs, then there exist two partial bisimulations
R′ and R′′ between G and G such that p R′ q and q R′′ r . First, we show that R′′′ = {(x, z) |
(x, y) ∈ R′, (y, z) ∈ R′′} is a partial bisimulation. Suppose that (x, z) ∈ R′′′ for some

x, z ∈ S and let x
a−→ x′. Then, we have that there exists y ∈ S such that (x, y) ∈

R′ and (y, z) ∈ R′′. This implies that y
a−→ y′ with (x′, y′) ∈ R′ and z

a−→ z′ with
(y′, z′) ∈ R′′, implying that (x′, z′) ∈ R′′′. We have the analogous situation for condition
2. of Definition 2. We show that R = R′′′ ∪ I is a partial bisimulation, where I = {(x, x) |
x ∈ S} is the identity relation. It is clear that I is a partial bisimulation. Suppose that x R y

for some x, y ∈ S and let x
a−→ x′. Then, either x R′′′ y or x I y. Suppose that x R′′′ y.

The other case is analogous. This implies that y
a−→ y′ and x′ R′′′ y′, further implying that

x′ R y′. Condition 2. of Definition 2 is shown analogously.
Suppose that a �∈ B. We show that R is a partial bisimulation between G and G1. As G

and G1 only differ on two transitions, it is sufficient to only consider state m, where mQm.

If m
c−→ m′ in G for c �= a or m′ �∈ {p, q, r}, we have that m

c−→ m′ in G1 as well
and m′ I m′. Now, suppose that m

a−→ p in G. Then, we have that m
a−→ r in G1 with

(p, r) ∈ R. Analogously for m
a−→ q. Condition 2. of Definition 2 is trivially satisfied as

a �∈ B. We show that R is a partial bisimulation between G1 and G as well. It is sufficient

to only consider m
a−→ r in G1. We immediately have that m

a−→ r in G with (r, r) ∈ R.
Again, condition 2. of Definition 2 is trivially satisfied.

Suppose that a ∈ B. Let R = R′ ∪ R′′ ∪ I , which is a partial bisimulation over G and
G. We show that R is a partial bisimulation between G and G2. Again, it is sufficient to

consider only m
a−→ q in G, as the latter transition is missing in G2. Here, we have that

m
a−→ r in G2 and (q, r) ∈ R′′ ⊆ R. Now, recall that a ∈ B and suppose that m

a−→ p and
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m
a−→ r in G2. Then, we have that m

a−→ p and m
a−→ r in G with (p, p), (r, r) ∈ R. We

show that R is a partial bisimulation between G2 and G as well. For m
a−→ p and m

a−→ r

in G2 we have the same transitions in G. Now, suppose that m
a−→ q in G. Then, we have

that m
a−→ p in G2 with (p, q) ∈ R′ ⊆ R, which completes the proof. We note that in

order to be able to bisimulate back this transition, we need to keep the littlest brother p.

Theorem 2 states that if we have little brothers reachable by transitions that only require
simulation, i.e., they are labeled by actions not in B, then it is sufficient to only retain the
big brother state. This rule is employed for forming the quotient automaton when minimiz-
ing with respect to simulation (Gentilini et al. 2003). When dealing with transitions that
must be bisimulated, i.e., transitions labeled by actions in B, we have to retain the smallest
and the biggest brother state in the quotient. This is the new cut off rule that we employ
when computing the partial bisimulation quotient of the automaton that is being minimized.
To show that both the littlest and the biggest brother must be preserved we give a simple
counterexample.

Example 2 Consider again the automata in Fig. 1, but now suppose that B = {a}. It is
easily observed that state 6 of G2 is the little brother of state 5. Furthermore, we can also
observe that G1 is the result of eliminating the little brother state 6 from G2. However, it
does not hold that G1 ↔B G2 due to condition 2. of Definition 2, which is in accordance
with Theorem 2. Suppose that there exists a partial bisimulation R such that 0 R 4. Due to

condition 2. and the fact that 4
a−→ 6 with a ∈ B, we have that it must be the case that

0
a−→ 1 and 1 R 6. However, this leads to a contradiction as 1

c−→ 3, whereas 6 has no
outgoing transitions labeled by c.

In Section 4, we show how to compute quotients with respect to the partial bisimulation
preorder and equivalence. For efficient computation of the quotient, we employ an alterna-
tive representation of the partial bisimulation preorder by means of partition-relation pairs,
where the relation makes the brother states explicit. Computation of this relation turns out to
be the main obstacle in efficient computation of simulation-based quotients (Gentilini et al.
2003; Ranzato and Tapparo 2010).

3 Controllability

We define controllability for nondeterministic discrete-event systems by employing the par-
tial bisimulation preorder. Standardly, we distinguish between the sets of controllable C
and uncontrollable U actions such that C ∩ U = ∅ and C ∪ U = A. We model the plant,
the control requirements, and the supervisor as (sets of synchronizing) automata. To define
the concepts in this paper, we only need the complete behavior, which is obtained by the
synchronization of the components.

3.1 Definition

To specify the plant, we take any automaton P = (SP ,AP ,−→P , sP ). We require that the
supervisor S = (SS,AS,−→S, sS) be a deterministic automaton as it has to send unam-
biguous feedback to the plant in terms of synchronizing events. We say that an automaton

G = (S,A,−→, s0) is deterministic, if for all a ∈ A and p, p′, p′′ ∈ S such that p
a−→ p′
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and p
a−→ p′′, it holds that p′ = p′′. By R = (SR,AR,−→R, sR) we denote the event-

based control requirements. We note that as an alternative R can represent a specification
that restricts the behavior of the plant P . In that case, the allowed behavior that we need in
our definitions is given by P | R.

The supervised plant is given by P | S. Recall that the role of the supervisor is to satisfy
the control requirements without disabling uncontrollable events. We consider the control
requirements to specify the allowed behavior, so to this end we employ simulation. To assert
that the supervisor does not disable uncontrollable events, we employ the partial bisimula-
tion preorder, where the bisimulation action set comprises the uncontrollable events, i.e., we
put B = U . Intuitively, the uncontrollable action transitions of the plant should be bisimi-
lar to those of the supervised plant, so that the reachable uncontrollable part of the former
is indistinguishable from that of the latter. The controllable transitions of the supervised
plant can be simulated by the ones of the original plant, since some controllable transitions
are disabled by the supervisor. We note that we state the simulation refinement between
the supervised plant and the control requirements by employing partial bisimulation with
respect to the empty set, i.e., B = ∅.

Definition 4 Let P ∈ G be a plant and R ∈ G control requirements. We say that S ∈ G is a
supervisor for P that satisfies R, if P | S ≤U P and P | S ≤∅ R.

Definition 4 ensures that AS ⊆ AP , i.e., the supervisor does not introduce new events
to the plant, and AP ∩ U ⊆ AS , i.e., all uncontrollable events of the plant must be present
in the alphabet of the supervisor. Furthermore, no uncontrollable actions transitions are dis-
abled in the supervised plant, by including them in the bisimulation action set, whereas the
branching structure is preserved up to the (bi)simulation-based semantics. In Rutten (2000)
it is shown that the notion of controllability induced by Definition 4 implies the original
notion of language-based controllability of Ramadge and Wonham (1987) and Cassandras
and Lafortune (2004) for deterministic processes.

3.2 Equivalent supervised behavior

As Definition 4 of controllability is based on behavioral preorders, it is not difficult to
observe that the supervised behavior is preserved up to partial bisimulation with respect
to the uncontrollable events. In other words, every plant that is partial bisimulation equiv-
alent to the original plant will deliver equivalent supervised behavior as postulated by
Definition 4. We discuss the preservation of controllability when alternative definitions are
employed in Section 3.4.

Theorem 3 Let P ∈ G be a plant. Every plant P ′ ∈ G such that P ′ ↔U P leads to
equivalent supervised behavior P | S for a given supervisor S ∈ G as given in Definition 4.

Proof The claim is a direct consequence from Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 as p′ ↔U p

implies that p′ | s ↔U p | s ≤U p ≤U p′, further implying that p′ | s ↔∅ p | s ≤∅ r .

Theorem 3 enables us to apply a minimization procedure based on partial bisimulation
equivalence to obtain the coarsest representation of the plant that preserves controllability
and the same supervised behavior. We emphasize that this minimization does not abstract
away any event information and the branching structure of the plant is preserved up to partial
bisimulation. We provide an efficient partitioning algorithm to compute this quotient in the
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following section. Moreover, we note that due to Theorem 1, if the plant is given in terms of
synchronizing components, we can minimize any subset of the components before or after
their synchronization, completely supporting a modular approach.

Remark 1 We note that Definition 4 also admits nondeterministic supervisors in the vein
of Fabian and Lennartson (1996) and Zhou et al. (2006). As an illustration, suppose that we
are given a plant and control requirements as depicted in Fig. 2. Obviously, a deterministic
supervisor that fulfills the control requirements R does not exist, whereas a nondetermin-
istic supervisor S that does this coincides with R. We note that such a supervisor also
trivially satisfies both state controllability, as there are no uncontrollable events, and partial
bisimulation-based controllability of Definition 4, as P | S = P | R = R. Intuitively, non-
deterministic supervisors increase plant nondeterminism in the sense that they increase the
number of states with nondeterministic choices that are reachable by the same trace. In the
literature (Fabian and Lennartson 1996; Heymann and Lin 1998; Zhou et al. 2006; Zhou
and Kumar 2007), this is needed in order to satisfy some nondeterministically-weaker con-
trol requirements as in the example above. However, we do not see a direct application of
nondeterministic supervisors and for that reason we placed our focus only on deterministic
supervisors.

3.3 Relation with state controllability

The most prominent existing notion of controllability for nondeterministic discrete-event
systems is state controllability (Fabian and Lennartson 1996; Zhou et al. 2006), which still
prevails in modern approaches like (Heymann and Lin 1998; Overkamp 1997; Skoldstam
et al. 2007). We need some preliminary notions to define state controllability. Given an
automaton G = (S,A,−→, s0), by E(p) = {a ∈ A | p

a−→} we denote the set of enabled
action transitions of the state p ∈ S .

Definition 5 Let P = (SP ,AP ,−→P , sP ) represent the plant and R = (SR,AR,−→R

, sR) specify the control requirements. We say that P is state controllable with respect to R

if for all p ∈ SP , r ∈ SR , and t ∈ A∗ such that sP
t

−→∗ p and sR
t

−→∗ r it holds that
U ∩ E(p) ⊆ E(r).

Definition 5 requires that all states reachable by a given trace in the supervised and
the original plant require the same control actions for the enabled outgoing uncontrollable
transitions. This requirement proves to be too strict as some plants are not state controllable
when the control requirements coincide with the plant, even though a trivial supervisor that
enables all events always exists. We illustrate the situation by a (counter)example.

Fig. 2 An example of a nondeterministic supervisor that satisfies nondeterministic control requirements by
increasing the level of nondeterminism in the plant
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Example 3 Let P be a plant and S be a supervisor as depicted in Fig. 3 with U = {a, b, c}.
It is obvious that P | S = P , so according to Definition 4, we have that S is a (trivial)
supervisor for the plant P that does not disable any events. Let us consider the trace a ∈ A∗.

We have that 0
a

−→∗ 1 and 0
a

−→∗ 2. It is obvious that E(1)∩U = {b}, whereas E(2)∩U =
{c}. However, {b} �⊆ {c}, implying that P is not state-controllable for the trivial control
requirements that allow every possible behavior in the plant. Similar examples have been
given in Fabian and Lennartson (1996), implying that state controllability is not a preorder
relation.

Next, we show that our notion of controllability, given by Definition 4, is a finer
notion than state controllability. In other words, state controllable plants are also par-
tial bisimulation controllable, but the other direction does not always hold as given by
Example 3.

Theorem 4 Let P, S ∈ G. If the plant P is state controllable with respect to the supervisor
S according to Definition 5, then S is a supervisor for the plant P according to Definition 4
for P | S as well.

Proof We define the relation

Q = {((p′, s′), p′) | (sP , sS)
t

−→∗ (p′, s′) for some t ∈ A∗}.

We show that Q is a partial bisimulation relation relating P | S and P with respect to the
uncontrollable actions set U . By the assumption that S is a deterministic process, we have
that P | S ≤∅ P as S can only restrict some of the events of P , implying that condition 1.
of Definition 2 is satisfied.

We prove that condition 2. of Definition 2 holds by induction. Let t = ε. Let us suppose

that sP
u−→ p′ for some p′ ∈ SP and u ∈ U . By the first condition of Definition 5,

we have that E(sP ) ∩ U ⊆ E((sP , sS)), which implies that sS
u−→ s′ for some s′ ∈ SS .

Thus, (sP , sS)
u−→ (p′, s′) with (p′, s′)Qp′. Now, let us suppose that p

t

−→∗ p′′ and

s
t

−→∗ s′′ for some t ∈ A∗ with (p′′, s′′)Rp′′. Suppose that p′′ u−→ p′′′. Then, again by
the first condition of Definition 5, we have that E(p′′) ∩ U ⊆ E(p′′ | s′′), which implies

that s′′ u−→ s′′′ for some s′′′ ∈ G, further implying that (p′′, s′′) u−→−→ (p′′′, s′′′) with
(p′′′, s′′′)Rp′′′, which completes the proof.

Fig. 3 For the plant P a trivial supervisor S exists that satisfies R. However, P is not state controllable with
respect to the identical control requirements R
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3.4 Discussion on fulfillment of the control requirements

It is often needed to identify the conditions under which a supervisor exists that ful-
fills the control requirements. By direct extension of Definition 4, we could require that
the supervised plant fulfills the control requirements up to simulation equivalence, i.e.,
we are looking for a supervisor S such that P | S ↔∅ R. Recall that the condition
P | S ≤U P states that the supervisor does not disable uncontrollable events and it preserves
the branching structure of the plant.

As we are dealing with deterministic supervisors, the candidate supervisor that should
fulfill the control requirements R is the deterministic projection of R that comprises all of its
traces. This automaton is straightforwardly obtained by recursively merging all target states
of the nondeterministic transitions of R. For example, the nondeterministic automaton G2
in Fig. 1 has the automaton G1 as its deterministic projection. To define det(G) for a given
automaton G = (S,A,−→, s0), we need some preliminary notions. Let Ta(p) = {q ∈ S |
p

a−→ q} for p ∈ S . We lift Ta to sets by putting Ta(D) = ⋃
p∈D Ta(p).

Definition 6 Let G = (S,A,−→, s0). The deterministic projection of G is given by

det(G) = (2S ,A,−→∗, {s0}), where −→∗∈ 2S × A × 2S is given by D
a−→∗ Ta(D), if

p
a−→ for some p ∈ D.

It is not difficult to show that det(G) is a deterministic automaton that has the same traces
as G as all of the target states of −→ are compressed in −→∗ as a single target set of states.

Theorem 5 Suppose that G = (S,A,−→, s0). Then, det(G) is a deterministic automaton
and L(G) = L(det(G)).

Proof Suppose that D
a−→∗ D′ and D

a−→∗ D′′ for some D′,D′′ ⊆ S . By def-
inition D′ = Ta(D) = D′′, showing that det(G) is deterministic. Suppose that t ∈
L(G). Let t = a0a1...an for some n ∈ N. Then, this implies that s0

a0−→ p0
a1−→

. . . pn−1
an−→ pn for some ai ∈ A and pi ∈ S for i ∈ {0, . . . , n}. Then, we have that

{s0} a0−→∗ Ta0(s0) as s0
a−→. Note that p0 ∈ Ta0(s0). So, Ta0(s0)a1 −→ Ta1(Ta0(s0)).

Note that p1 ∈ Ta1(Ta0(s0)). By induction we have that Tan−1(. . . Ta1(Ta0(s0)) . . .)
an−→∗

Tan(Tan−1(. . . Ta1(Ta0(s0)) . . .)), implying that L(G) ⊆ L(det(G)). Now, suppose that

t ∈ L(det(G)) with t = a0a1...an for some n ∈ N. Then, we have that {s0} a0−→∗
Ta0(s0)

a1−→∗ . . .
an−→∗ Tan(Tan−1(. . . Ta1(Ta0(s0)) . . .)). Suppose that k ≤ n is the smallest

k for which there do not exist p0, . . . , pk ∈ S such that s0
a0−→ p0

a1−→ . . .
ak−→ pk

ak+1−→. By
Definition 6, we have that there exists some p′

k ∈ Tak
(Tak−1(. . . Ta1(Ta0(s0)) . . .)) such that

p′
k

ak+1−→. If there does not exist pk−1 ∈ Tak−1(. . . Ta1(Ta0(s0)) . . .)) such that pk−1
ak−→ p′

k ,
then we have a contradiction that k is the smallest number for which we cannot find a trace
s0

a0−→ p0
a1−→ . . .

ak−→ pk

ak+1−→ in L(G). Otherwise, we have a contradiction on the

nonexistence of some p′
k ∈ S such that p′

k

ak+1−→, which completes the proof.

The computation complexity of the deterministic projection is linear in the number
of the transitions of G as we only have to merge all target states with respect to the
labeled transition relation. Furthermore, as synchronizations of deterministic processes
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result in deterministic processes (Glabbeek 2001; Baeten et al. 2010), one can perform the
deterministic projection modularly on the components of the system.

Thus, the candidate supervisor S = det(R). To ensure that the control requirements are
actually realizable by restricting the plant P with the supervisor S, we require that R ≤U P |
det(R), which is the equivalent of requiring that the language of the control requirements
is included in the language of the plant in the original setting of Ramadge and Wonham
(1987). To summarize, a supervisor that fulfills the control requirements R up to simulation
equivalence for the plant P exists if the conditions of Definition 4 are fulfilled for S =
det(R) and it holds that R ≤U P | det(R). All of these relations can be efficiently validated
in polynomial time by employing the algorithm presented in the following section. We note
that the minimization with respect to partial bisimulation equivalence also preserves the
simulation equivalence P | S ↔∅ R by a straightforward extension of Theorem 3.

In case we demand a more stronger fulfillment of the control requirements, e.g., by
requiring bisimulation equivalence, i.e., P | S ↔A R, then the minimization proce-
dure by partial bisimulation with respect to the uncontrollable events will not preserve the
controllability relation. In that case, the behavioral equivalence that preserves both partial
bisimulation with respect to the uncontrollable events and bisimulation equivalence is bisim-
ulation equivalence, which is a consequence of Proposition 1. Finally, for any behavioral
relation � that is required to hold P | S � R, we have to add the condition P | S ≤U P in
order to obtain controllability. Then, the minimization of the plant that preserves controlla-
bility must preserve both ≤U and � and, to this end, one can always refer to the linear-time
branching-time spectrum of Glabbeek (2001).

Regarding state controllability, it is not difficult to show that bisimulation equivalence
preserves states controllability. However, partial bisimulation equivalence with respect to
the uncontrollable events does not preserve state controllability as given by Example 3.
Furthermore, state controllable plants that offer equivalent supervised behavior and the same
supervisors, do not have to be bisimulation equivalent. For example, if we consider all events
to be controllable for the automata G1 and G2 in Fig. 1, then these automata are state-
controllable equivalent, but they are not bisimulation equivalent.

3.5 Nonblockingness and maximal permissiveness

In addition to the requirement that the supervisor should not disable uncontrollable events,
it is often required that the supervised plant is nonblocking and that the obtained supervisor
is maximally permissive. The supervised plant is nonblocking if it does not exhibit deadlock
or livelock behavior, where deadlock states have no outgoing transitions, whereas livelock
refers to the situation where the supervised plant can perform some activities without being
able to successfully complete its execution. To be able to specify the successfully termina-
tion, some states in the plant are marked as final, and every state in the supervised plant is
required to be able to reach such a marked state.

We consider nonblockingness to be a property of the supervisory controller synthesis
algorithm, where the designer chooses the form of nonblockingness that best serves the sys-
tem at hand. We note that the minimization with respect to partial bisimulation preserves at
least the ∀CTL* temporal logic (Henzinger et al. 1996), which is the universally-quantified
fragment of CTL* (Baier and Katoen 2008), since the simulation equivalence preserves it.
Thus, all nonblocking behavior as required in the original setting of Ramadge and Wonham
(1987) is preserved. Finally, we note that an initial investigation in a supervisory controller
synthesis in accordance with Definition 4 in Kirilov et al. (2013) shows that a nonblock-
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ing supervisor can be synthesized by an adaptation of the standard synthesis algorithms
of Ramadge and Wonham (1987) and Cassandras and Lafortune (2004) with equivalent time
and space complexity.

Maximal permissiveness refers to the property that in case the control requirements
cannot be fulfilled, then one can obtain a unique maximal supervisor with respect to the
underlying behavioral relation. In the deterministic case, such a supervisor exists with
respect to language inclusion (Ramadge and Wonham 1987). In the nondeterministic case,
however, a unique maximally permissive deterministic supervisor does not exist always.
For example, for the plant P and the control requirements R in Fig. 2 there does not exist
a unique maximally-permissive supervisor. One can obtain two maximal supervisors, given
by the left and right branch of R, provided that b and c are controllable events.

4 Controllability-preserving plant minimization

To compute the quotient of a given automaton with respect to partial bisimulation preorder
or equivalence, we employ a partitioning algorithm. Partitioning algorithms effectively com-
pute the classes of the coarsest (induced) equivalence by iteratively refining the state space,
where initially all states are placed in one class. Partitioning algorithms typically require
stability conditions over the classes such that the algorithm reaches a fix point by itera-
tive refinement. Often, in order to compute a preorder, one must also compute the induced
equivalence, as it is the case for simulation preorder (Gentilini et al. 2003). For partial
bisimulation, we also simultaneously compute both the coarsest preorder and the induced
equivalence.

An important role in computing quotients of simulation-like relations is played by the
brother states (Gentilini et al. 2003; Ranzato and Tapparo 2010). The main challenge in
minimization procedures for simulation-based relations lies in the efficient handling of
these state pairs (Gentilini et al. 2003; Ranzato and Tapparo 2010; Baier and Katoen 2008;
Markovski 2011). In the setting of this paper, Theorem 2 provides for elimination of little
brothers.

4.1 Partition-relation pairs

To optimize the computation of the brother pairs, we represent partial bisimulation pre-
orders by means of partition-relation pairs, adapting the approach of Gentilini et al. (2003)
for computing simulation quotients. The partition identifies equivalent partial bisimulation
equivalent states, which are placed into the same partition classes. The brother relation,
given between the partition classes, identifies the brother states in the partition.

Let G = (S,A,−→, s0) be an automaton and let P ⊂ 2S . The set P is a partition over
S if

⋃
P∈P P = S and for all P,Q ∈ P , if P ∩ Q �= ∅, then P = Q. A partition-relation

pair over G is a pair (P,�) where P is a partition over S and the brother relation �⊆ P×P
is a partial order, i.e., a reflexive, antisymmetric, and transitive relation. We denote the set
of partition-relation pairs by P.

The partition classes induce a several Galois relations (Gentilini et al. 2003). For all

P ′ ∈ P by p
a−→ P ′ we denote that there exists p′ ∈ P ′ such that p

a−→ p′. Moreover, by

P
a−→∃ P ′ we denote that there exists p ∈ P such that p

a−→ P ′, and by P
a−→∀ P ′ we

denote that for every p ∈ P , it holds that p
a−→ P ′. It is straightforward that P

a−→∀ P ′
implies P

a−→∃ P ′. Also, if P
a−→∀ P ′, then Q

a−→∀ P ′ for every Q ⊆ P .
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To relate partial bisimulation preorders and partition-relation pairs, we rely on stabil-
ity conditions which must hold for a given pair, so that it induces a partial bisimulation
preorder. Vice versa, we show that every partial bisimulation preorder induces a stable
partition-relation pair. This provides the basis for the minimization algorithm, since by com-
puting the maximal partition-relation pair, we are effectively computing the coarsest partial
bisimulation quotient.

We need to define some preliminary notions. We define all little and big brother classes of
the partition class P ∈ P by �P = ⋃{Q ∈ P | Q � P } and P� = ⋃{Q ∈ P | P � Q},
respectively. Also, given a relation R ∈ S×T on some sets S and T , we define R−1 ∈ T ×S

as R−1 = {(t, s) | (s, t) ∈ R}. We note that if a given relation R is a preorder, then R ∩R−1

is an equivalence relation. Given an equivalence ↔ over S , by S/ ↔ we denote the induced
partition, whereas by [p]↔ we denote the partition class of p ∈ S .

First, we define the stability conditions that ensure that a partition-relation pair induces
a partial bisimulation preorder.

Definition 7 Let G = (S,A,−→, s0) be an automaton. We say that (P,�) ∈ P over G is
stable (with respect −→ and B ⊆ A) if the following stability conditions are fulfilled:

a. For all P,Q, R ∈ P and a ∈ A, if P � Q and P
a−→∃ R, then Q

a−→∀ R�.

b. For all P,Q, R ∈ P and b ∈ B, if P � Q and Q
b−→∃ R, then P

b−→∀ �R.

Having in mind Definition 2, condition a. corresponds to the stability condition for sim-
ulation of Gentilini et al. (2003), Ranzato and Tapparo (2010), and Markovski (2011) and it
states that if a little brother can perform a transition labeled by a ∈ A, then the big brother
must also enable such a transition, possibly ending in a big brother of the target class. Con-
dition b. is actually induced by Theorem 2 and it states that every little brother must be able
to follow transitions labeled by b ∈ B that are enabled by a big brother, possibly ending in
a little brother of the target class.

Next, we show that every partial bisimulation preorder induces a stable partition-relation
pair.

Theorem 6 Let G = (S,A,−→, s0) and let R be a partial bisimulation over S for B ⊆ A
and let ↔B= R ∩ R−1. If P = S/ ↔B and �⊆ P × P are such that for all (p, q) ∈ R it
holds [p] � [q], then (P,�) ∈ P is stable.

Proof Let P = [p]↔B
, P ′ = [p′]↔B

, P ′′ = [p′′]↔B
, Q = [q]↔B

, Q′ = q ′↔B
, and

Q′′ = q ′′↔B
for p, p′, p′′, q, q ′, q ′′ ∈ S . First, we show that � is a partial order. Reflex-

ivity holds as for all p′ ∈ p↔B
it holds that (p, p′) ∈ R implying P � P . To show

antisymmetry, suppose that P � Q and Q � P . Then (p, q) ∈ R and (q, p) ∈ R, imply-
ing (q, p), (p, q) ∈ R−1 and P = Q. Finally, suppose that P � P ′ and P ′ � P ′′. Then
(p, p′), (p′, p′′) ∈ R. As R is a preorder, we have (p, p′′) ∈ R implying that P � P ′′. So,
(P,�) is a partition-relation pair.

Next, we show that the stability conditions of Definition 7 hold: a. Suppose that P � Q

and P
a−→∃ P ′. Then, there exist p ∈ P and p′ ∈ P ′ such that p

a−→ p′. As (p, q) ∈ R and
R is a partial bisimulation preorder and � is a partial order, there exists a maximal Q′ ∈ P
such that q

a−→ q ′ and (p′, q ′) ∈ R, and for all q ′′′ ∈ S if q
a−→ q ′′′ and (p′, q ′′′) ∈ R then

Q′′′ � Q′ or Q′′′ and Q′ are unrelated. Now, let q̄ ∈ Q. As (q, q̄) ∈ R there exists q̄ ′ ∈ Q̄′
such that q̄

a−→ q̄ ′ and (q ′, q̄ ′) ∈ R. Then Q′ � Q̄′. As (q̄, q) ∈ R then exists q ′′ ∈ Q′′
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such that q
a−→ q ′′ and (q̄ ′, q ′′). Then Q′ � Q̄′ � Q′′ implying that Q′ = Q̄′ = Q′′ as we

chose Q′ to be maximal. Thus, Q
a−→∀ Q′, implying that Q

a−→∀ P ′�.

b. Suppose that P � Q and Q
b−→∃ Q′. The proof that there exists P ′ � Q′ such that

P
b−→∀ P ′ is analogous to a, except that we exchange the roles of the little and the big

brothers, relying on condition 2. of Definition 2.

Vice versa, stable partition-relation pairs induce partial bisimulation preorders.

Theorem 7 Let G = (S,A,−→, s0) and (P,�) ∈ P. Define R = {(p, q) ∈ P × Q |
P � Q}. If (P,�) is stable, then R is a partial bisimulation preorder for B.

Proof Let P = [p]↔B
, P ′ = [p′]↔B

, P ′′ = [p′′]↔B
, Q = [q]↔B

, Q′ = q ′↔B
, and

Q′′ = q ′′↔B
for p, p′, p′′, q, q ′, q ′′ ∈ S . Suppose (p, q) ∈ R. In that case P � Q. We will

show that the stability conditions of Definition 7 hold for R:

1. Suppose p
a−→ p′ for some a ∈ A. Then, P

a−→∃ P ′, implying that P ′�. We show that

this implies that there exists Q′ ⊆ P ′� such that Q
a−→∀ Q′. If P

a−→∀ P ′, then we are

done and, otherwise, P
a−→∃ P ′� \ P ′, implying that P

a−→∃ P ′′ for some P ′′ ∈ P ,
such that P ′′ ⊆ P ′� \ P ′. It is not difficult to see that that P ′′� ⊆ P ′�, implying that

there exists Q′ ⊆ P ′� such that P
a−→∀ Q′ and P ′ � Q′. It follows that there exists

q ′ such that q
a−→ q ′ and (p′, q ′) ∈ R.

2. Analogous to 1.

Theorems 6 and 7 enable us to refine partition-relation pairs instead of dealing directly
with partial bisimulation. We can specify a fixpoint refinement operator that computes
the coarsest stable partition-relation pair, thus, inducing the coarsest partial bisimulation
preorder and equivalence.

4.2 Partitioning algorithm

The partitioning algorithm refines the partition-relation pairs in two phases. First, we refine
the partition so that it becomes stable with respect to pair of the previous iteration, followed
by an update of the brother relation, again so that it satisfies the stability conditions. We
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note that these stability conditions hold with respect to the coarser partition-relation pair,
obtained in the previous iteration. The algorithm reaches a fix point when the obtained
refined partition-relation pair remains equal to the partition-relation pair obtained in the
previous iteration. As we are dealing with finite state spaces, the algorithm finishes in a
finite amount of steps.

We refine the partitions by splitting them in the vein of Paige and Tarjan (1987), Fernan-
dez (1990), and Baier and Katoen (2008), i.e., we choose subsets of states, referred to as
splitters, that do not adhere to the stability conditions in combination with the other states
from the same class and, consequently, we place them in a separate class. We distinguish
between parent partitions and child partitions, where parent partitions are the ones obtained
in the previous step of the algorithm, whereas the child partitions are obtained in the refine-
ment due to the splitters. Thus, the former comprise potential splitters, whereas the latter
hold the result of the current application of the refinement algorithm.

Let (P,�) ∈ P be defined over S . Partition P ′ is a parent partition of P , if for every
P ∈ P , there exists P ′ ∈ P ′ with P ⊆ P ′. The relation � induces a brother relation �′
on P ′, defined by P ′ �′ Q′ for P ′, Q′ ∈ P ′, if there exist P,Q ∈ P such that P ⊆ P ′,
Q ⊆ Q′, and P � Q. Let S′ ⊆ P ′ for some P ′ ∈ P ′ and put T ′ = P ′ \ S′. The set S′ is a
splitter of P ′ with respect to P , if for every P ⊆ P ′ either P ⊆ S′ or P ∩ S′ = ∅, where
S′ �′ T ′ or S′ and T ′ are unrelated. The splitter partition is P ′ \ {P ′} ∪ {S′, T ′}. Note that
P ′ contains a splitter if and only if P ′ �= P .

The refinement operator takes as inputs (Pi ,�i ) ∈ P and an induced parent partition-
relation pair (P ′

i ,�′
i ) and a splitter S′

i ⊆ P ′
i ∈ P ′

i . Its results are (Pi+1, �i+1) ∈ P and
parent partition P ′

i+1, such that P ′
i and P ′

i+1 differ only in class P ′
i , which is split by S′

i that
we employed to refine Pi to Pi+1. This splitter comprises classes of Pi , which are strict
subsets from P ′

i ∈ P ′
i . The refinement stops, when a fix point is reached for m ∈ N with

Pm = P ′
m.

In Algorithm 1 we summarize the computing the coarsest stable partition-relation
pair. Algorithm 1 has O(| −→ | log(|S|) + |A||P || � |) time complexity and
O(|A||S| log(|P |)+|A||P |2 log(|P |) space complexity (Markovski 2012a). The computa-
tion of the initial partition involves partitioning states to classes according to their outgoing
transitions (Markovski 2011; Baier and Katoen 2008). Namely, we split the states of S to

classes PA for A ⊂ A, such that for every p ∈ PA we have that p
a−→ for a ∈ A and p

a
�

for a �∈ A. Note that the classes PA that are empty are not included in the partition. We put
PA � PC for A, C ⊂ A if A∩B = C∩B and A ⊆ C as A∩B and C∩B denote the subsets
of actions that are bisimulated, so for the classes to be related, these actions must coincide.
As the rest of the actions are only to be simulated, we put that the class PA comprising states
that can be simulated can potentially be the little brother of the coarser class PC .

We note that if the plant has final states, then the initial partition-relation pair should
additionally split all states to final and non-final states, similarly to splitting states according
to their termination options for labeled transition systems (Baier and Katoen 2008). The
classes induced by such a splitting would not be related by �. For example, if P � Q and
P would be split to P1 and P2, whereas Q split to Q1 and Q2, where P1 and Q1 comprise
non-final states and P2 and Q2 comprise final states, then we would have that P1 � Q1 and
P2 � Q2, but not P1 � P2 nor P1 � Q2.

The search for the splitter S′ is fairly straightforward, as one needs to find a class P ∈ P
such that P �∈ P ′. Then S′ is readily computed as discussed above, usually taking S′ = P ′ \
P or S′ = P , depending on which of these two sets is smaller. The algorithm implements
the refinement steps by splitting a parent P ′ ∈ P ′ to S′ and P ′ \ S′ and, subsequently, splits
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every class in P with respect to the splitter S′ in order to satisfy the stability conditions
in the vein of the algorithms for bisimulation minimization (Fernandez 1990; Paige and
Tarjan 1987). The brother relation is adapted in the vein of Markovski (2011, 2012b), by
revisiting the little brothers of every partition class and adapting them with respect to the
latest splitting.

Once a stable partition-relation pair is obtained, we have to compute the quotient of
G = (S,A,−→, s0). The quotient automaton G/(� ∩ �−1) is given by G/(� ∩ �−1) =
(P,A, �−→, [s0]�∩�−1) and it comprises classes P ∈ P for P = S/(� ∩ �−1) instead

of states with �−→⊆ P × A × P . To define the transition relation P
a�−→ Q, we employ

Theorem 2 in order to eliminate the little brother classes, i.e., quotient states. For a �∈ B we

have that P
a�−→ Q, if P

a−→∀ Q and there does not exist R �= Q with Q � R such that

P
a−→∀ R. For b ∈ B we have that P

b�−→ Q, if P
b−→∀ Q and there do not exist both

R1, R2 �= Q with R1 � Q � R2 such that P
b−→∀ R1 and P

b−→∀ R2.

4.3 Plant minimization

First, we illustrate Algorithm 1 by applying it to an example of a nondeterministic plant
from Zhou et al. (2006), which is depicted as P in Fig. 4. We note that originally in Zhou
et al. (2006), the authors employ state controllability and require that the supervised
plant is bisimulation equivalent to the control requirements. Here, we employ simulation
(equivalence), which allows us to preserve partial bisimulation-based controllability by our
minimization procedure.

Example 4 The plant represents a model of a faulty automated scanner that sometimes
does not give an option to cancel a scanned item and it needs to be reset. The successfully
terminating state of this system is 1, as we are dealing with a reactive system and we would
always like to be able to finish with the payment process. As suggested in Zhou et al. (2006)
the set of uncontrollable events is U = {pay} as payment cannot be avoided, even though
we also suggest to treat the event put as uncontrollable. The interpretation is that if there is
no cancelation of some scanned product, after a possible timeout, it should automatically be
placed on the shopping list.

The initial partition is then {P0, P1}, where P0 = {2, 3, 4, 5}} and P1 = {1},
whereas the initial parent is {{1, 2, 3, 4, 5}}. The brother relation is given by �=

Fig. 4 Checkout scanner (Zhou et al. 2006) - A nondeterministic plant
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{(P0, P0), (P0, P1), (P1, P1)}. Thus, initially we have two possible splitters and to optimize
the computations, the algorithm chooses P1 as the smaller splitter according to the process
the smaller half principle of Paige and Tarjan (1987). Following the stability conditions of
Definition 7, we must split P0 to {P2, P3} with respect to the outgoing transition labeled by

pay, where P2 = {2, 3, 4} and P3 = {5}, with P2 � P3. We note that P3 �� P1 as P1
pay
�,

but we keep P2 � P1 and P2 � P3. As the following splitter the algorithm chooses P3,
which results in the splitting of P2, first to P4 = {2, 4} and P5 = {3} with respect to the
label cancel and then to P6 = {2}, P5 = {3}, P7 = {4} with respect to the labels put and
scan. Thus, the final partition is comprised of single element subsets {P1, P3, P5, P6, P7},
i.e., {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}. However, it is not difficult to observe that besides the identity
relation over this set, the brother relation also contains the pair (P7, P5), i.e., ({4}, {3}), as
for this pair the stability conditions of Definition 7 are satisfied.

The stable partition-relation pair leads to the quotient labeled transition system depicted
as Pmin in Fig. 4, where the state in the original plant labeled by 3 is eliminated as state 4
is its big brother and, thus, 3 can be safely removed without any loss in behavior (the only
situation where 3 could not be removed arises if the event cancel is uncontrollable, which
here is not the case). We note that Pmin is a deterministic labeled transition system and that
the nondeterministically visualized plant P does not actually contain real nondeterminis-
tic behavior with respect to controllability. This is an additional advantage of employing
a minimization procedure, which eliminates brother pairs and retains only the actual non-
deterministic behavior of the plant as captured by the partial bisimulation preorder, i.e.,
controllability.

To illustrate the potential gains of the minimization, we have applied it to several
experimental case study models. We note, however, that the available plants were deter-
ministic, where practically no minimization can be applied. Therefore, we first abstract
some internal events in the deterministic plant, obtaining a sort of a “partially-observed” or
“abstracted” nondeterministic plants, on which we apply our minimization procedure and
measure the gain. We employ Supremica (Miremadi et al. 2008) for plant modeling, and
we developed a tool Supremica2LTS, which transforms the Supremica model to a labeled
transition system. Then, we abstract from some internal events, resulting in a nondetermin-
istic plant, which is then minimized using the developed tool for minimization by partial
bisimulation.

We depict in Fig. 5 the name of the model, the number of states and transitions of the
abstracted nondeterministic plants, and the percentage of the obtained gain in states and
transitions. For the bisimulation action set, we choose the sensor events, or the internal
(abstracted) events for the protocols. We consider the standard benchmark model of the

Fig. 5 Summary of the minimization results
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Dining philosophers (Miremadi et al. 2008) with 2–5 philosophers, an adapted industrial
model of a patient support system for a Philips MRI scanner (Theunissen et al. 2009),
where we abstract from several sensor events sets: {hClutch}, {vMove, hMove}, and {vStop,
hStop}, and models of the alternating bit (ABP), concurrent alternating bit (CABP), and one
bit protocols (OBP). We note that the minimization gain depends on several factors, like
the size of the model and the influence of the abstracted event, where the latter can greatly
increase the level of nondeterminism in the plant, which can be exploited for minimiza-
tion. We schedule further investigation on the effect of the proposed minimization on the
supervisory controller synthesis procedure.

5 Concluding remarks

We successfully employed the partial bisimulation preorder to define controllability of
nondeterministic discrete-event systems. Our definition is finer than existing notions of con-
trollability for nondeterministic system and it reduces to the original language-based notion
of controllability in the deterministic setting. To support this investigation we developed a
process theory in which we casted standard notions from supervisory control theory. The
proposed preorder induces a partial bisimulation equivalence that preserves the proposed
notion of controllability and the supervised behavior. We developed a minimization algo-
rithm for the partial bisimulation equivalence by partitioning the state space of the model of
the unsupervised system. This enabled us to minimize models of unsupervised systems with
complexity similar to the most efficient minimization for (bi)simulation. We applied a pro-
totype implementation of the algorithm to several experimental case studies. We noted that
some events play a bigger role in the nondeterministic behavior than others, and that poten-
tial for minimization exist. A further investigation is needed for application of our method
in compositional and hierarchical settings, enabled by the congruence property of partial
bisimulation.
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